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matic ultimatum' of the most violent character/' although "not . . . an ultimatum since it did not actually threaten war/7 21 produced the desired effect: the next day (March 22, N.S.) Izvolsky accepted unconditionally the German proposal. From his personal point of view the peaceful solution of the crisis had one important advantage: it removed the threat made by Aehrenthal to publish some of Izvokky's indiscreet and incautious letters written in the summer of 1908.
Russia's forced lead in officially condoning the annexation was followed by the other great Powers. Serbia, too, yielded, but not until Austria had ordered a partial mobilization (March 29, N.S.). On March 31. X.S., the Belgrade government solemnly promised "to renounce the attitude of protest and opposition adopted since last autumn with regard to the annexation"; to live in the future "on good neighborly terms" with Austria-Hungary; and to demobilize the Serbian army and disband irregular forces on Serbian territory. The triumph of Aehrenthal—and the defeat and humiliation of Izvolsky —could not have been more complete.
The annexation crisis, trivial as were its immediate causes (the distinction between an occupation sine die and annexation being largely one of legal terminology) had profound repercussions on the European situation. It generated in Russia a deep animosity towards Vienna and Berlin. "I do not think that I exaggerate," wrote Count Pour-tales on May 6, 1909, N.S., "when I say that the present feeling against Germany is even more bitter than against Austria." The Serbian declaration of March, 1909, notwithstanding, and contrary to the expectations of Aehrenthal and the Austrian chief of staff Conrad von Hotzendorf, anti-Austrian agitation in Serbia continued with unabated force. Relations between the entente Powers became strained. "Our entente, I much fear, will languish and possibly die/7 Nicolson wrote to Grey two days after Russia's acceptance of the German ultimatum. His proposal for a formal Anglo-Russian alliance was not only unacceptable to Grey, but the Russophile ambassador was even enjoined by the London foreign office to refrain from using in official dispatches the expression "Triple Entente/7 on the ground that "if it appeared in a parliamentary blue book it would be assumed to have some special official meaning and might provoke inconvenient comment or inquiry" (May 6, 1909, N.S.).2- In the summer of 1910
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